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The CHAIRMAN welcomed the members of the Arab 
“delegations and invited their replies to the questionnaires 

which had been distributed on Jerusalem and the Holy Places, 
Mr. EL LABBANE (Egypt) reiterated ,his former statement 

that for centuries the Holy City and the Holy Places had 
enjoyed, under Moslem rule, a protocti’on and, an administra- 
tion which had proved satisfactory to all the world, The 
Arab' dolegations, thoreforc, looked upon tho proposed inter- 
national regime as ono imposod by’ circumstances, which in 

, no way ~onstitutod a reflection upon the previous administra- 

tion. In accepting the internationalisation of Jerusalem, 
':'the Arab States were once more demonstrating their desire to 

.‘ ‘._. 
dooperate with the Commission. 

Mr, HAMADE (Lebanon) made tho fol%otsring ,statement: 
If The United Nations, by the resolution ,adoptod on 

11 December 1948, decided that tho Jerusalem area, 
including. the surrounding villages and to.wns,, should . I 

. ’ .be placed under effective United Nations centrolg and 
instructed the,$onciliation Commissslon to prosent to 

_: 

’ 



the General Assembly do-tailed proposals for a permanent 
international regime for the said area? which would provide 
,for the-maximum local autonomy for distinctive groups 
consistent with the special international status, 

Taking account of this decision, the Lebanese delo- 
gation signed, on 12 May 1949s the Protocol which included 
a map demarcating the Jerusalem area destined to benefit 
from intomational status, as defined, in the above-mentioned 
resolution, 

It is in tho light of these con&derations that the 
Lebanese delegation, anxious to respect the decision of the 
United Nrltions and to implement the Protocol of 12 May, 
sets forth replies to the t& questionnaires which were 
communicated to it on 3 May. 

Quzstj&maire concerning ,an international reaiine f,or 
th crqg&&m area 
It would seem that question 2 should be first on the 

list, and we reply to it first. 
2, I Do you consider that the Jerusalem area should 

'be placed under the exclusive authority'of the United Na- 
tions? f 

Such a solution would be the only one consistent, 
in law and in fact, with the provisions ,of paragraph 8 of 
the resolution of 11 December 1948, 

It is desirable that the internationalised area of 
Jerusalem should be under a single authority, that of the 
United Nations, 

Any division of authority between the United Nations 
and any State is likely to detract from the efficacy of the 
international status and give rise to future complications. 

If the intornationnl regime is to have perlmnence 
and stability, the authority of the United Nations must not 
be limited by'state %nterfcrence, no matter whence it comes. 
Moreover, Jerusalem is the heritage of all mankind, 

Consequently, the adoption of an international regirno 
under the exclusive sovereignty of the United N&r-t-ions is 
incompatible with the creation of a corridor such as that .' 
which at present links Jerusalem with Jewish territories, 
Moreover, this corridor, which constitutes,a permanent 

* dgnger'for the aoly City, is also cqntrary to, the territorial 
delimitation appearing on the map attached to the Protocol 
of 12 May* 
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On the other hand,, it is understood that an Internal, 
.I ',, or nltinicipal~ administrative organisation,, responsible < 
,:. ,.-to the international authority and charged with maintaini@ 

public services, must be provided for in order to ensure 
the maximum local autonomy consistent with international 
status, for each element of the population, Christian, 
Moslem and Jewish, &n accordance with sub-paragraph 3 of 
paragraph 8 of $ho resolution of 11 December 3948, ' 

As for the legislative power, it should be vested 
exclusively in's C~u~il'in which the three communities9 
Christians MosLzm and J&&sh, will be represrnted.' 

1, 'What kind of guarantees and internation sanc- 
tions do you consider necessary to ensure the permanence 
and stability of an, international regime for .the Jerusalem 
ares? 1 

The Jerusalem area must be demilitarised and declared 
neutral territory. 

Further, 
the control of 
provided for, 

Tnro state 

and armed forc'e of 2,000 to 3,000 men under 
the international Administration should be 

that this force should be under the control 
of the international .Administration, in order that no 
action may be direct&d against the internationalised area 
or against that force without at.the Same time constituting, 
directly and clearly, an act of provocat4on against the 
IJnited Nations itself and against each of' its 'member 
na,tions, ' 

It is needless to add that the local police should 
be under the direct supervision of the international armed 

. . . force, Any autonomous 
unrest and dissension 
shock troop% * 

police force would be a cause of 
and might easily be converted into 

,.A11 paramilitary organisations'should similarly be 
forbidden, 

Further, in o?der to ensure the permanence and stabiJ& , 
ty of the international regime for the Jorusalem.,area, it 
is important to determine the population distribution of 
the are? on 29 November 3.947, ahd to forhid anyQnmigrat$.on 
likely to interfere with it, 

The inhabitants 'of the Jerusalem area? thus deter- 
mined, would have Jerusalem cltizenship, excB.~~fve of any 
other nationality or allegiance, 

/The cession 



,The cession of real estate titles, mortgages and 
long-term leases between Arabs and Jews shall be prohibi- 

ted except with the express consent of the administrative 

authorities to whom the ‘vendor and the buyer are answer- 
able * . 

As for .intarnational sanctions, it should be spe- 
cifically’ stated in the statute that any act committed 

against the international regime shall be considered as 
a threat to the peace, according to the provisions of 

Article 39 of the United Nations Charter, and must entail 
the sanctions and measures provided for. in .Articles 42 
and 43 of the Charter,, 

St should be further provided tha,t the Security 

Council shall be called upon to intervene within a 
maximum of three days, 

Following the order of ideas expressed above, 

there should be established for each of the two popula- 
tlon groups 9 Arab and Jewish, local courts’ of common 

laws and there should be a Supreme Court vhose competence : 
would extend to constitutional and statutory questions, 
ju~$.sdictfonnJ conflicts j and appeals from decisions of ,’ 
the local courts of common Ww, 

The magistrates of the Supreme Court would be 

appointed by the International Court of Justice, whiB 

the judges of the local courts would be designated by 
the Znternational .Administration, 

Litigations affecting personal status would be 

dealt with by courts of personal status, without modifi- 
ctition of the status quo, 

37 4, 50 The foregoing reply excludes the even- 

tuality referred to in questions 37 4 and 5, 
6, IWhich nre the- Hply Places, religious buildings 

and sites of the three religions in the Jerusalem area 

j.n respect of which Uni,ted. Nat$ons guarantees should in 
your view be’ provided? f 

The Lebjnose delegation considers as Holy Places, 

sites and rekLgi,ous buildings of the three religions 
sujtable to benefit by United N~~tion~ guarantees, all 

JobaJities, sites and buildings dedicated to the service 

of the three religions 9 -such as : 

/(a) those 



(a) .~-t;hOSE! 
such asi churches, 

(b) ‘those 

dedicated to the practice of worship 
mosques, tempLles and synagogues; 
dedicF?tsd to religious, and charttable 

. works, such as hospices, tekeyos,, zaou,i,as,, and religious 
’ ~institutions or establi~shments of all ‘kinds; 

* ’ (c) Ssinctuaries -and localities sanctified by 
‘-a holy presence? founda,tions, Wakfs and cemeteries, 

. . ’ This being, the ?.e’ase 1 the list of Holy Places 
annaxed to the quest20nnaire9 as’well as the list of 
Moslem Holy Places .which,wiJl be forwarded to the Com- 

” &it-tee 7 can’only be constderod as non-restrictive Listings, 
t 7. IWhst:measures of protection and what guarantees 

should in your! opinion be provided by the United Nations 

-- in respectof these Holy Places, religious buildings 
and si,tes?l 

The j,nternatLonaL Administration shouI@. ensure the 
respect of the status quo under the threat of sanctions 

appljed by the Supreme Court, 
It is understood that any act committed against 

the Holy Places, sj.tss or religious buildings, which 
emanates from an authority outside the international 
area of JerusaJ.em, may entail the intervention of the 
Security CouncKl.l. as already specified earlier, . . . . 

. ‘6 . 8. l&at measures is your Government prepared 
to take with a view to ensuring free access to the 
Jerusalem area and to the Holy PZaces, religious buil- 
dings and sites situated therein?’ 

,A11 necessary facilities should be accorded to 
any person having an authorisation from the international 
Adninistrat~on of Jerusalem or .its z-epresentatlves, 

The Lebanese delegation is in a position to affzsm ~ 

that its Government is p&pared ‘to study, with the 
jnternational Admdnlstration, all maS;ezliaLL measures 

I 

likely to facilltate.access to the Jerusalem area. 
1 
/ 

9” ‘What masures does your Government propose 1 

to taka’conccrglng the complete demilitarisation and 
neutralisation of the JerusaLom area and the prohibition ! 

withln 5.ts boundaries of all. military or paramilitary ! 
SoYmations, exercises and activbties?r ; 

In view of the fact that the Jerusalem area must 

be under the exclusive sovereigntr of the United Nations, 

/as stated ’ 



as stated in reply to .question 2, the question of de- 
milit~~~s~~~~~~~.‘~.i.On c responsibility of the United Netions 

itself * The principle has already our full approval. 

10, ‘1~ your Government prepared to give formal 

assurances with .respect to the permanent d.emilitarisation 
of the Jerusalem area and to the inviolability of the 
demarcation line between the .Arab and Jewish genes? f 

The same reply as for the preceding question. 

11, ‘What do you’consider should be the customs 

frontiers for the Jerusalem area? p 
The customs frontiers for the Jerusalem area cannot 

be other than the political frontiers of that area, 

12, ‘What are your views concerning the desirability 

and possibility of establishing the Jerusalem area as 

an economZc free zone?! 
1% would be desirable to establish the Jerusalem 

area as an economic free zone0 
This proposal is .obviously. possible of achievement, 

given the fact that free access-to this area must be 
ensured from the point of view of its economic relations, 

as well as from the religious point of view, as has been 
stated 612rlier p 

@aestionnaire concerning the protection of the 
Holy mc?awe situated outside the -es 
Jerusalem area e 

! 1, ‘Which are the IIoly Places, religious buildings 

and sites of the three religions, situated outside the 
Jerusalem area? concerning which you consider formal 

guarantees should be given, both as regards their pro- 
I: 
I 

, 

tection and as regards freedom of access to them, by 
the States under whose sovereignty they will be placed 

by the final settlement? * ~ 

The reply is in accordance with that given to 

I 
iii 
/j: 

question 6 of the Questionnaire concerning an international 
regime for the Jerusalem area. 

2, tWhat measures of effective supervision could 

be adopted by the United Nations ,as rega,rds the points 

mentioned in paragraph 1 above? 1 
The supervision should be truly effec’tivem that is, 

that there shouli3. exist the authority, the strength, the 

capacity to prevent 9 and, eventually, to suppress abuses. 

/To this 



'To this end, a control commission un.d.eJ: the 

.. authority of the United Nations should be established, 

This.commission would redeive conlplaints and carsy ou,t 
the necessary inquiries, Measures to bo taken would 

be ordered by an ‘ad hoc organ of the Unlted Nations, -- 
whose decisions’ would be final, 

3, ‘What assurances do you consider the above- 
mentioned States should be asked to give concernlr,g 
the permanent sesedence and freo circulation, in their 
territory, of a certain number (equal. in principle to 

the numbor in 1936) of ministers of the three religions 
appointed to the Holy Places, relrlgious build5ngs and 
sites mentioned in paragraph 'I?' 

While reserving our opinion concerning the res- 
triction of the number of ministers, wo consider that all 
necessary assurances should be given4 

These assurances9 moreover, should extend to all 
persons oxerclsing their funct9ons ~-within the sanctuaries ,I! 

Mr,, LABBAF (Egypt) declared that his delegation 
entirely supported the opinions expressed by the represen- 

tative of Lebanon, He wished to emphasise that neither 
‘Arabs nor Jews should establish their capital in any part 
of the zone delimited in the General Assembly resolution, 

Dr, HUSSEIN1 (Hashemite Jordan Kingdom) made the 
following statement; . 

I’ The. Ktishemite Jordan Kingdom made its views on 

the future of ‘Jerusalem known to the Palestine COncilia’- 
tion Commission on several occasions -- in Shunah by 

His. Majesty the King and in Jericho and Beirut by the 
.P-rime Minister and the Minister of,Dofenco. 

Since the beginnIng of the Lausanne Conference 

and the formulation by the Jerusalem Commit&e. of its 
two questionnaires, dated May 3rd on Jerusalem and on 
the Holy Plabess the Hashemite Jordan Kingdbm delegation, 
tbge.ther with the other Arab delegations9’ signed a 

Protoc'ol: with the ConcIlietion Commissi.on, whichYwas, 
we were informed, signed by the Jews 9 and to which a 

plan was. attached L) That plan set out the Jerus.alem 
zone as a separate, intornati,onal area, and specified 

its relationships width the rest of Palestine,, 
,  ” 
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"The Hashemite'J.ordan delegation continues to 
make its &and on that Protocol (which is in %ta turn / 
derived from-the resolutions of the General Assembly 
of the United Nations) in its entirety? and regards 
the question of Jerusalem as an integral part of the 
whole Palestine problem. No solution for the Jerusalem 
problem is conceivable before the solution of the 
probiem as a whole, 

.As soon as the above-mentioned Protocol begins 
to be applied, the Hashemite Jordan delegation will i, 
make clear its detailed views on the future of Jerusalem." 

In regard to the Holy Places outside Jerusalem, 
he shared the views of the Lebanese representative, and would 
shortly be sub~~itting a supplementary list of such Holy 
Places, 

The CHAIRMAN asked if he was correct in thinking 
that Mr+ Hamndets statement represented the views of all 
the .Arah delegations, subject to the. reaesvations made in 
individual statements, 

Dr, HUSSEINI (Hashemite Jordan Kingdom) stated 
that his delegation confined itself to its ot~‘fn statement, 

Mr, CHCUKAIRI (Syria) supported the Lebanese 
statement, adding that he also associated himself with the 
remark of the representative of Egypt and shared the fears 
which were to be read between the lines of the statement of 
the Hashemite Jordan representative, 

.As the late Mediator had redognized, In a letter 
to Mr, She&ok, there was no possibility of any partition 
scheme which did not leave Jerusalem in the heart of Arab 
territory, The Jerusalem agea was,itself Arab territory, 
Originally, the Arabs had insisted that it must remain 
under Arab sovereignty, supporting that view by a number 
of considerations, i,e. that the United,Nations was in 
its infancy and the proposed 'internation+ regime a new 
experiment; that the failure'to implement many General 
Assembly resolutions ,justified fears that a resolution 
setting up such a regime might not be respected3 that, as 

some speakers in both the Assembly and.the.Political Com- 
mitteec'had affirmed, the United Nations had not always 
kept faith to its Charter or the principles of democracy; 
that-the Arabs had learned ,from.,bitter experience the 
ineffectiveness of international guarantees up to the 

/present 



present time j and that the JOWS openly a9med at Seizing 
J=ysnlem fokthemselves and had on frequent occasions 
.Vf.OlcZ"cod tho 'Jcruce, None the-less, the Arabs were willing 
to.relinquish-Arab'sovoreignty over Jerusalem in favor of 
an international regime, in their desire to respond to the 
appeal from the international community, They were pre- 
Pared to discuss a scheme for the &nternatLonalfsation of 
Jemnsabzm, so long ELS it was certain that it would not be 
merely a preparatory stage for the tratisformation 0f J&U- 

salem into a Jewish capital, If a watertight system was 
dgvised, they would agree to it and would collaborate with 
tho.Committoe, '_ 

To ensure that the scheme was' genuinely internal 
tional; it would be necessary to base it on the following 
principles: 

(1)'The preservation of the status quo as it 
existed at-the time of the General Assembly resolution of 

' 29 Novenbor 1947. The Committee should ascertain what was 
then the proportion of Arabs and Jews and ensure that it 
was proserved. Hcncc the particular importance of pro- 
hibiting Jewish immigration and the alienation of Brnb land, 
and of releasing Arab property and accountsc 

(2) The establishment of a genuine corpus separatum, 
oonfined,to the Jerusalem area and free from any shadow of 
Jewish influence, 

(3) The demilitarisation and neutrality of the area, 
tiplying disarmament and the prohibition of military or para- 
mjlitary activ,il;y, The Jews in the Jorusnlem area must be 
citizens.09 thatarea, owing no allegiance to Tel-Aviv, 

Finally, as guarantee9 the International Court of 
Justice should be ready to receive complaints of any viola- 
tion of the Statute of the Jerusalem area, or of either the 
letter or spirzi.2; of the United Nations decision3, Ic 

, If the United Nations could produce an 'international 
regime fulfilling such conditions9 his delegation would 
support it whokheartedly, If the Jews s&rendered to,the 
Resolution; the drabs would be ready to collaborate actively 
with the, Committee, The cautiousness, of their attitude 
.was understandable, since Jerusalem was pYxrt~cular9y d&r . 
to them, and since they were the nogt Smmedikte servants 
of the Holy Place's, It had beei only through the action of 

/Arab 



firab regular and irregular forces in the battle of Jerusalem 
that the Holy City had been saved for the world.’ A tribute 
was due to the fallen, The scheme for the area should ,pro- 
vide safeguards against a coup dfetat? such as might be 
attempted any time a Jewish festival assembled large nunbers 
of young Jews in Jerusalem, 

In regard to the Holy Places outside Jerusalem, he 

wished to state, in addition to the remarks of the represen- 
tative of Lebanon, that the most effective guarantee would i 
be constituted by the inhqbitants who used the Holy Places ‘/I 
for religious worship, Otherwise such Holy Places would 
become merely empty I;luseums, like the mosques in Spain. 

The CHAIRMAN, assuring the Arab representatives 
that their views would be studied and would form the ob- 
ject of further discussion, asked whether there was any 
objection to submitting thein to the Israeli delegation, 
provided that the Israeli delegation authorized the sub- 
mission to the Arab delegations of the statements already 
made by themselves, 

Mr, LABBANE (Egypt) voiced the view of all the 
delegations that there would be no ob$ection, 

Mr, HAMADE (Lebanon) emphasised the exceptionally 
great responsibility resting on the Jerusalem Committee; 
on the soundness or unsoundness of its proposals would 
depend whether’the future brought peace or war, He re- 
iterated what he considered the three fundamoutal principles 
for a sound solution: complete internationalisation, the 
absence cf any divided allegiance and the maintenance;, of 
the frontiers delimited by the Assembly Resolution and the 
map attached to the Protocol of 12 May 1949, 

The CHAIRMAN assured Mr, Hamade that the Committee 
fully shared his views as to the seriousness of the respon- 

sibilities with which it had been entrusted, 
Mr, BENOISTdrew the attention of the Arab delegations 

to two points, (1) The question of a Jewish corridor between 
Jerusalem and Tel?Av% and of the geographical. separation cf 

the Jerusalem area from the State of Israel fell outside 

the conpetence of the Comzitteeg tihich was not empowered 

to discuss problems relating to areas outside that of Jeru- 

Salem7 except in the case of Holy Places, .‘(2) Whatever 

the regime instituted, it would provide for local zones 

/enjoying 



enjoying a,t least mun9cipal autonomy, HG had gathered ; 

from the statement of’ the Lebanese representative that 
it might be necessary to provide for a Christian zone9 

in addition to Jewish and .&ab municipal zones, He 
also asked whether the Arabs could indicate on the 
wall-map which districts their municipal areas shoUb!i 

comprise m 
Me, CHOUKAIRI (Syria) could not accept the view 

that the question of the.Corridor was not within ‘the 
competence of the Committee, since such a Corridor would 

invalidate any scheme for internationalis2ng Jerusalem. 
In the first place, the viability of the Jerusalem scheme 

depended upon the picture presented by the whole Palestine 

problem0 If that problem was not settled in a manner 
that’ would consolidate the neutrality and security of 

the Jerusalem area? the *Arabs would reguse to accept the 
internationalisation of that area7 knowing that the burden 
of its defence would fall on them. In the second place, 

the existence of a Corridor would mean that Jerusalem, 
far from being genuinely internationalised, would be 
attached to Jewish territory; the result would be con- . 

tlnuous agitation and perhaps a future war, The Arabs 
would. never take the offensive in such a war, in view 

of their respect for the Holy City, but would fight in* 
its defence, Sjlnce the whole work of the Committee 

was conditioned by those two factors, he submitted that 
the question of the Corridor, though not included in its 
terms of reference 4 was intrinsic to its production of 

a sound scheme for intornatlonalisation, 
In regard to municipal organisation9 he inter- 

preted the reference to Christians in the Lebanese 
statement as not implying a separation of communities, 
Christians and Moslems in Palestine? and especially in 
Jerusalem, lived in harmonious association; there could 
therefore be no question of a Chris.tian municipal zone, 

but merely of one Arab and one Jewish aone, The line of 
demarcation would follow the property line between Jewish 
and Arab quarters, and might be identical with that envi- 

saged by Sir William Fitzgerald, former Chief Justice of 

Palestine; fn his Report on the Local .Admjnistratfon of 

Jerusalem, 
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The CHA~IRMAN, in the name of the Committee ,, 

undertook to consides all the aspects of the problem, 

As representative of the United States, he agreed that 

it was impossible to separate the question of Jerusalem 

from the whole problem.bofore the Commission, 
Mr, HAMADE (Lobanon) thanked the ChaWman for 

recognition that no watertight divisions could be set 

up betweeti the work of the various opgans of the Commission, 

Discussion both of the boundaries of the Jerusalem area 

and of the means of ensuring its economic existence was 

bound to impinge on territorial questions, Mri Benoistts 

question on m&icipal zones had given him the opportunity 

of clarifying the idea he had wished to express, In 

speaking of ltlocal autonomy .*. for each element of the 

populationlg 9 he had. moant the maximum personal and 

religious guarantees, to be ensured, by local courts. 


